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Play D&D through the lenses of the mad narcissistic genius, Rick Sanchez, from the animated
Cartoon Network series, Rick and Morty--the Rick Way! This tabletop roleplaying game boxed
set blends the world of Dungeons & Dragons with mad narcissistic genius, Rick Sanchez's
power gaming sensibilities, nostalgia, sarcastic metacommentary, and the reasons why people
play D&D in the first place. * Following the hugely popular comic book series Rick and Morty
vs. Dungeons & Dragons, this boxed set is co-authored by Jim Zub (co-writer of comic book
series) with new art by Troy Little (illustrator of comic book series). * This complete campaign
experience includes the following components: (1) 64-page rulebook annotated by Rick (2)
32-page original adventure for levels 1-3 (3) 4-panel folding Dungeon Master screen featuring
new art (4) 5 ready-to-play character sheets (6) 11 dice * A great companion to the comic book
series, and a perfect gift for the Rick and Morty/D&D fan in your life.
Delve into dungeons with this kit for the world's greatest roleplaying game Delve into the
Dungeons' Depths This kit equips the Dungeon Master® with a screen and other tools that are
perfect for running D&D®nbsp;adventures through dungeons, whether ruined or thriving. The
Dungeon Master's screen features a painting of a fantastic vista that plunges into the deep
reaches of a mountain. Useful rules references cover the screen's interior, with an emphasis
on dungeon-delving.
This new handbook is the complete guide to integrating planar travel into anyD&D( campaign.
This introductory guide to DUNGEONS & DRAGONS is an illustrated primer to many of the
characters you can play in D&D, along with their essential weapons and adventuring tools. In
this illustrated guide, you're transported to the legendary and magical worlds of Dungeons &
Dragons, where you are presented with one-of-a-kind entries for different types of warriors, as
well as the weaponry these fighters need for D&D adventuring. This guide includes detailed
illustrations of the weapons, armor, clothing, and other equipment that fighters use, and offers
the tools young, aspiring adventurers need for learning how to build their own characters,
including sample profiles, a flowchart to help you decide what type of warrior to be, and
brainstorming challenges to start you thinking like an adventurer whether on your own or in the
midst of an exciting quest with friends and fellow players.
Offers tips, advice, and strategies for mastering the game, Dungeons and Dragons.
Explore the horrors of Ravenloft in this campaign sourcebook for the world's greatest
roleplaying game. Terror stalks the nightmare realms of Ravenloft. No one knows this better
than monster scholar Rudolph Van Richten. To arm a new generation against the creatures of
the night, Van Richten has compiled his correspondence and case files into this tome of eerie
tales and chilling truths. * Travel (perhaps even by choice) to Ravenloft's expanded Domains of
Dread--each domain with its own unique flavor of horror, thrilling story hooks, and grisly cast of
characters * Craft your own D&D horror settings, add tension with optional rules, and get
advice for running a game that's ghastly in all the right ways * Create characters with lineages
tied to vampires, undead, and hags, horror-themed subclasses, the Investigator background,
and "Dark Gifts" that may be a double-edged sword * Unleash nightmarish monsters from an
expanded bestiary, and browse a collection of mysterious trinkets * Explore Ravenloft in the
included Dungeons & Dragons adventure--play as a stand-alone adventure or drop it into your
current game for a bit of sinister fun
Explore the fantasy world of D&D and delve into dungeons, slay monsters, and gain treasure!
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you've played before and you want to get up to speed
on the all-new 4th Edition, this is the book for you. Here's what you need to know to join the
fantasy fun. D&D terminology — understand what ability check, modifier, saving throw, AC, gp,
hp, and XP mean Roll the dice — add modifiers and see if you rolled the d20 high enough to
beat the challenge Minding your manners — know D&D etiquette so you'll be welcome in any
adventure Character building — select your character's race and class, and choose the best
powers, skills, feats, and gear Roleplaying — give your character a background and personality
quirks Combat — use combat rules, a battle grid, and miniatures to play out furious battles
Open the book and find: Everything a new player needs to get started playing D&D Details on
four fantasy races and four iconic classes Explanations of every number and statistic on the
character sheet The best magic items and equipment for characters of all classes Advice on
roleplaying and teamwork A ready-to-use adventure to get you started as a Dungeon Master A
ready-to-use battle grid with character and monster markers
This new D&D sourcebook details various races that dwell in the wilderness, offering
Dungeons & Dragons( players extensive information on the classic races of elves and
halflings, new rules, information for interaction, new spells, and new magic items attuned to
each race.

The story of the arcane table-top game that became a pop culture phenomenon and the
long-running legal battle waged by its cocreators. When Dungeons & Dragons was first
released to a small hobby community, it hardly seemed destined for mainstream
success--and yet this arcane tabletop role-playing game became an unlikely pop
culture phenomenon. In Game Wizards, Jon Peterson chronicles the rise of Dungeons
& Dragons from hobbyist pastime to mass market sensation, from the initial
collaboration to the later feud of its creators, Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson. As the
game's fiftieth anniversary approaches, Peterson--a noted authority on role-playing
games--explains how D&D and its creators navigated their successes, setbacks, and
controversies. Peterson describes Gygax and Arneson's first meeting and their work
toward the 1974 release of the game; the founding of TSR and its growth as a
company; and Arneson's acrimonious departure and subsequent challenges to TSR.
He recounts the "Satanic Panic" accusations that D&D was sacrilegious and
dangerous, and how they made the game famous. And he chronicles TSR's reckless
expansion and near-fatal corporate infighting, which culminated with the company in
debt and overextended and the end of Gygax's losing battle to retain control over TSR
and D&D. With Game Wizards, Peterson restores historical particulars long obscured
by competing narratives spun by the one-time partners. That record amply
demonstrates how the turbulent experience of creating something as momentous as
Dungeons & Dragons can make people remember things a bit differently from the way
they actually happened.
Whether you’ve been a Dungeon Master (DM) before and want to fine-tune your skills
or want to get ready and take the plunge, this is the book for you. It gives you the
basics on running a great game, info for more advanced dungeon mastering, guidelines
for creating adventures, and tips for building a campaign. It shows you how to: Handle
all the expressions of DMing: moderator, narrator, a cast of thousands (the nonplayer
characters or NPCs), player, social director, and creator Use published adventures and
existing campaign worlds or create adventures and campaign worlds of your own
Conjure up exciting combat encounters Handle the three types of encounters:
challenge, roleplaying, and combat Create your own adventure: The Dungeon
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Adventure, The
Adventure.
The Event-Based adventure (including how to
use flowcharts and timelines), The Randomly Generated Adventure, and the High-Level
adventure Create memorable master villains, with nine archetypes ranging from agent
provocateur to zealot To get you off to a fast start, Dungeon Master For Dummies
includes: A sample dungeon for practice Ten ready-to-use encounters and ten
challenging traps A list of simple adventure premises Mapping tips, including common
scales, symbols, and conventions, complete with tables Authors Bill Slavicsek and
Richard Baker wrote the hugely popular Dungeons and Dragons For Dummies. Bill has
been a game designer since 1986 and leads the D&D creative team at Wizards of the
Coast. Richard is a game developer and the author of the fantasy bestseller
Condemnation. They give you the scoop on: Using a DM binder to keep records such
as an adventure log, PCs’ character sheets, NPC logs/character sheets, treasure logs,
and more Knowing player styles (role players and power games) and common
subgroups: hack’n’slasher, wargamer, thinker, impulsive adventurer, explorer,
character actor, and watcher Recognizing your style: action movie director, storyteller,
worldbuilder, puzzlemaker, or connector Using miniatures, maps, and other game aids
Using 21st century technology, such as a Web site or blog, to enhance your game The
book includes a sample adventure, The Necromancer’s Apprentice, that’s the perfect
way to foray into DMing. It includes everything you need for a great adventure—except
your players. What are you waiting for? There are chambers to be explored, dragons to
be slain, maidens to be rescued, gangs of gnoll warriors to be annihilated, worgs to be
wiped out, treasures to be discovered, worlds to be conquered....
A boxed set introducing the newest edition of the Dungeons & Dragons role-playing
game includes a 64-page adventure book with everything the Dungeon Master needs to
get started; a 32-page rulebook for playing characters from Level 1 to Level 5; five
pregenerated characters, each with a character sheet and supporting reference
material; and six polyhedral dice.
"Races of Destiny" provides Dungeons & Dragons players with an in-depth look at
humans, half-orcs, half-elves, and other "almost human" exotic races that populate the
D&D world.
Presents the core rules of the popular role playing game, from the basic rules to
guidance on the game's more intricate systems, as well as information on powers,
combat, skills, character creation, and equipment.
Outlines how to determine a character's abilities, rules for character improvement, and
mapping and combat procedures
"Complete Arcane" provides Dungeons & Dragons players with an in-depth look at how
to access traditional arcane magic and use that power to a character's advantage.
This definitive book on Dungeons & Dragons, one of the original ultimate nerd
subcultures, traces its origins on the battlefields of ancient Europe through the hysteria
that linked it to satanic rituals and teen suicides, and to its apotheosis as father of the
modern video game industry.

Presents the core rules for the fourth edition of the Dungeons & Dragons
roleplaying game that outline making characters, adventuring, and resolving
combat.
The Wild Beyond the Witchlight is D&D's next big adventure storyline that brings
the wicked whimsy of the Feywild to fifth edition for the first time. Tune into D&D
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Live 2021 presented by G4 on July 16 and 17 for details including new
characters, monsters, mechanics, and story hooks suitable for players of all ages
and experience levels. The Wild Beyond the Witchlight is D&D's next big
adventure storyline that brings the wicked whimsy of the Feywild to fifth edition
for the first time. Tune into D&D Live 2021 presented by G4 on July 16 and 17 for
details including new characters, monsters, mechanics, and story hooks suitable
for players of all ages and experience levels.
New, expanded rules are included in this handbook which highlights arms,
equipment, and other elements for players and Dungeon Masters to use in any
D&D campaign.
Curriculum of Chaos is an upcoming D&D release set in the Magic: The
Gathering world of Strixhaven. Tune into D&D Live 2021 presented by G4 on July
16 and 17 for details including new character options, monsters, mechanics,
story hooks, and more! Curriculum of Chaos is an upcoming D&D release set in
the Magic: The Gathering world of Strixhaven. Tune into D&D Live 2021
presented by G4 on July 16 and 17 for details including new character options,
monsters, mechanics, story hooks, and more!
Tracing the evolution of fantasy gaming from its origins in tabletop war and
collectible card games to contemporary web-based live action and massive multiplayer games, this book examines the archetypes and concepts within the
fantasy gaming genre alongside the roles and functions of the game players
themselves. Other topics include: how The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings
helped shape fantasy gaming through Tolkien’s obsessive attention to detail and
virtual world building; the community-based fellowship embraced by players of
both play-by-post and persistent browser-based games, despite the fact that
these games are fundamentally solo experiences; the origins of gamebooks and
interactive fiction; and the evolution of online gaming in terms of technological
capabilities, media richness, narrative structure, coding authority, and participant
roles.
An illustrated guide to the history and evolution of the beloved role-playing game
told through the paintings, sketches, illustrations, and visual ephemera behind its
creation, growth, and continued popularity. From one of the most iconic game
brands in the world, this official DUNGEONS & DRAGONS illustrated history
provides an unprecedented look at the visual evolution of the brand, showing its
continued influence on the worlds of pop culture and fantasy. Inside the book,
you'll find more than seven hundred pieces of artwork--from each edition of the
core role-playing books, supplements, and adventures; as well as Forgotten
Realms and Dragonlance novels; decades of Dragon and Dungeon magazines;
and classic advertisements and merchandise; plus never-before-seen sketches,
large-format canvases, rare photographs, one-of-a-kind drafts, and more from the
now-famous designers and artists associated with DUNGEONS & DRAGONS.
The superstar author team gained unparalleled access to the archives of Wizards
of the Coast and the personal collections of top collectors, as well as the
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designers and illustrators who created the distinctive characters, concepts, and
visuals that have defined fantasy art and gameplay for generations. This is the
most comprehensive collection of D&D imagery ever assembled, making this the
ultimate collectible for the game's millions of fans around the world.
Presents an introduction to Dungeons and Dragons with information on the rules,
characters, weapons and gear, and game etiquette.
From the #1 Best-Selling author, Jeff Ashworth, comes the latest addition to The
Game Master series, with more than 500 NPCs ready to populate your campaign
whenever you need them! As is often the case in tabletop roleplaying games,
players often venture into locales or look for answers in places and among
people busy Game Masters simply didn’t anticipate. Or, just as often, an
adventure won't have fully fleshed out characters in place for the locations and
encounters outlined for gameplay. The Game Master's Book of Non-Player
Characters solves these issues and more by providing Game Masters with the
information they need to “fill in the holes” in their campaign play. It will enable
GMs to instantly add depth, color, motivation and unique physical characteristics
at a moment's notice to unexpected or underwritten characters as they pop up
during gameplay, ensuring every session is a memorable one for players and
GMs alike. This edition also includes more than 50 hand-drawn illustrations of
select NPCs detailed in the book, 3 bonus one-shot adventures, and a foreword
by online influencer Jasmine Bhullar.
Fizban's Treasury of Dragons (Dungeon & Dragons Book)Wizards of the Coast
The definitive reference guide of "Dungeons & Dragons]" core rules, this supplement takes all
of the games most important rules and presents them in a single comprehensive, easy-toreference volume for players and Dungeon Masters.
The medieval in the modern world is here explored in a variety of media, from film and book to
gaming.
Your first look at the next D&D title comes on August 24! Keep an eye on wherever you get
your D&D news for a preview of the book.
Discover everything there is to know about dragons--the most iconic of D&D monsters--in this
quintessential reference guide. Meet Fizban the Fabulous: doddering archmage, unlikely war
hero, divine avatar of a dragon-god--and your guide to the mysteries of dragonkind. What is
the difference between a red dragon and a gold dragon? What is dragonsight? How does a
dragon's magic impact the world around them? This comprehensive guide provides Dungeon
Masters with a rich hoard of tools and information for designing dragon-themed encounters,
adventures, and campaigns. Dragonslayers and dragon scholars alike will also appreciate its
insight into harnessing the power of dragon magic and options for players to create unique,
memorable draconic characters. - Introduces gem dragons to fifth edition! - Provides Dungeon
Masters with tools to craft adventures inspired by dragons, including dragon lair maps and
detailed information about 20 different types of dragons - Adds player character options,
including dragon-themed subclasses for monks and rangers, unique draconic ancestries for
dragonborn, additional spell options, and a feat - Presents a complete dragon bestiary and
introduces a variety of dragons and dragon-related creatures--including aspects of the dragon
gods, dragon minions, and more - Reveals the story of the First World and the role the dragon
gods Bahamut and Tiamat played in its creation and destruction
A player's handbook for the newest edition of the role-playing game contains rules for
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture directed by Steven
Spielberg. “Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka meets The Matrix.”—USA Today • “As one adventure
leads expertly to the next, time simply evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A world at stake. A
quest for the ultimate prize. Are you ready? In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only
time Wade Watts really feels alive is when he’s jacked into the OASIS, a vast virtual world
where most of humanity spends their days. When the eccentric creator of the OASIS dies, he
leaves behind a series of fiendish puzzles, based on his obsession with the pop culture of
decades past. Whoever is first to solve them will inherit his vast fortune—and control of the
OASIS itself. Then Wade cracks the first clue. Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take
this prize. The race is on—and the only way to survive is to win. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment Weekly • San Francisco Chronicle • Village Voice •
Chicago Sun-Times • iO9 • The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry
Potter.”—HuffPost “An addictive read . . . part intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and
all heart.”—CNN “A most excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs his novel with a cornucopia of pop
culture, as if to wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe “Ridiculously fun and large-hearted . . .
Cline is that rare writer who can translate his own dorky enthusiasms into prose that’s both
hilarious and compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic page-turner . . . starts out like a simple bit of
fun and winds up feeling like a rich and plausible picture of future friendships in a world not too
distant from our own.”—iO9
The most evil and complex elements of the Dungeons & Dragons world are presented for the
first time--such as moral dilemma, slavery, human sacrifice, prostitution, and other sensitive
issues--to allow players to add a level of complexity to their campaigns.

All rules and reference required to play the world's greatest roleplaying game. Need a
refresh on your well-loved copies of the D&D rule books? Have a friend who is itching
to get into Dungeons & Dragons? Want a super-handy case to hold all that D&D
goodness? The Dungeons & Dragons Core Rules Gift Set includes everything you
need to create and play adventures of your own in the world's greatest roleplaying
game: · Player's Handbook · Dungeon Master's Guide · Monster Manual · Dungeon
Master's Screen This is a great gift for the Dungeons & Dragons fans in your life or as a
treat for yourself. Each book has the most recent text updates and errata. All three
books and the screen feature a foil-paper cover that distinguish them at your table.
All three 4th Edition core rulebooks in one handsome slipcase. The Dungeons &
Dragons Roleplaying Game has defined the medieval fantasy genre and the tabletop
RPG industry for more than 30 years. In the D&D game, players create characters that
band together to explore dungeons, slay monsters, and find treasure. The 4th Edition
D&D rules offer the best possible play experience by presenting exciting character
options, an elegant and robust rules system, and handy storytelling tools for the
Dungeon Master. This gift set provides all three 4th Edition Dungeons & Dragons core
rulebooks (Player's Handbook, Dungeon Master's Guide, and Monster Manual) in a
handsome slipcase that looks great on any bookshelf.
The next mature title in the D&D line that allows players to explore the concept of truly
heroic play, "Book of Exalted Deeds" is the second title in the line of products
specifically aimed at a mature audience.
Fantasirollespil.
"For use with the fifth edition Player's handbook, Monster manual, and Dungeon
master's guide"--Back cover.
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